Research Scholar Visited to Jayakwadi Major Project

Research Scholar interact with farmer of Jayakwadi Major Project
Research Scholar interact with farmer of Jayakwadi Major Project

Research Scholar visited to left bank canal of Jayakwadi Major Project
Research Scholar visited to right bank canal of Lower Dudhana Major Project (Parbhani)

Photo of Lower Dudhana Major Project (Parbhani)
Research Scholar interact with farmer of Khelna Medium Project (Palod)

Research Scholar interact with farmer of Sukhna Medium Project
Research Scholar interact with farmer of Bharaj Minor Project (Jalna)

Research Scholar visited to Deogaon Minor Project (Parbhani)
Research Scholar interact with farmer of Karpara Medium Project (Parbhani)

Research Scholar interact with farmer of Zari Minor Project (Parbhani)
Research Scholar interact with farmer of Zari Minor Project (Parbhani)

Research Scholar visited to Zari Minor Project (Parbhani)
Research Scholar visited to Konad Minor Project (Jalna)

Research Scholar visited to Konad Minor Project (Jalna)